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World of Regulatory Compliance

By Emma Barsky and Len Grunbaum

Have you, the regulatory
compliance auditor, ever been
questioned regarding the basis
Iot you findings? Have you ever
wondered whether some of your
findings were even worth men-
tioning in a report? Have you
ever felt that you would not be
doing your job if there were no
findings to present at the end of
the audit? Have you ever been
questioned as to the reason for
your findings, especially after the
auditee pointed out that previous
Food and Drug Adminiskation
(FDA) inspections resulted in
no 483s? Have you ever been
questioned as to the business
significance of your findings?
Have you ever questioned the
business significance of your
findings?

lf you answered 'Ves' to any
of these questions, rcad on.Fhis
article provides guidance on how
to avoid these professionally.
uncomfortable scenarios by
presenting a somewhat difierent
approach for what to look at (audlt
focus) and what to look lor (bus,:
ness r/bk afeas) during the audit.

lf you have never been in
these situations, you just might
be comforted to learn that, in fact,
there can be and should be a

tangible business value to a
regulatory audit. So do read on.

lf you are a manager who is
on the rcceiving end ot audit
reports or are in charge of the
Quality Assurance Unit, mosf
definitely read on.This article will
identify certain expectations you
should have - in lact should
insist upon - trom internal and
extemal auditors. These expecta-
tions can be summarized in the
following maxim:

"Providing a regulatory
obseNation without
the business cantert is
like serving coffee
without a cup" tu1

What is en Audit

To some, the audit is an activ-
ity to be pedormed simply
because thero is the expeclation
to have one. In this case, the
existence of the audit report is the
end in itself, irrespective of ihe
report's contents. To others, it is a
function of merely identi8ing
issues that are out of compliance
with the current regulations and
industry expectations. Under this
scenario, the existence of regula-
tory observations is the end in
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itself, irrespective of the operational. business con-
text, or substance, of the observations. These views
and approaches are quite common in our jndustry.
However, if you perform an audit only for either or
both of these reasons, the audit wi 

 

be of limited
value at best. You will miss the business risks which,
for purposes of this article, are defined as ,bpera-
tional issues that can thrcaten your company s finan-
cial success, compeltive edge, and even survival."
In olher words, you will miss the forest for the trees.

Consider the auditing functaon as a purposeful,
intellectual exercise rather than a mechanical one.
The auditing function lhen becomes a management
tool designed to support the business by identifying
regulalory issues (e.9., lack of Standard Operating
Procedures SOPs) ot potential harm (e.g., regula-
tory consequences, such as an FDA-483) so that
operational remedies (e.9., establishing a consistent
process) can be applied as soon as possible to cor-
rect the root of the regulatory compliance problems.
With this approach, the regulatory audit now has a
bus,,hess value: the evaluation of existing regulatory
deficiencies will tend to be predicated on focusing
on underlying operational issues and deficrencies.
These underlying operational deficiencies have
the greatest impact on the company's prosperity,
because they represent the true business risk to the
company. Keep in mind that a company will have no
chance or need to achieve regulatory compliance if it
goes out of business.

Why Audit

You must have a clear understanding of the busi-
ness need that drives the audit you are performing.
Some audits, such as a pre-qualification or due dili-
gence audit ol a potential supplier or business part-
ner, should be designed to assess the potential
business risks (e.9., inadequate resources to com-
plete work and/or to meet timelines) as well as the
regulatory compliance status of the supplier or busi-
ness partner. Other audits, such as a mock FDA
inspection, should focus on readiness to deal with
regulators. Yet others, such as "for cause" audits
and investigations, should concentrate on identifying
the cause and extent of problems. Still others, such
as "in process" inspections or periodic follow-ups ol
an existing supplier, should be designed to monitor
existing and on-going operations and relationships.

lf you can appreciate the differences between these
business scenarios, you will understand intuitively
that "one-sizeJits-all" auditing just does not cut it;
audits should always be designed to target a spe-
cific business need and the agenda should be
developed accordingly.

When to Audit

For the audit to be of value, the timing of the
audit is as important as the reason for the audit.
You must have a clear understanding of the busi-
ness need that drives the audit you are performing
jn ofder lo know lyren to audit. Why is it that com-
panies perlorm FDA mock audits before the FDA
anspection itself, but might audit their vendors or
suppliers for the first time after the contracts are
finalized or, worse, when a specific project is almosi
finished? This scenario is both illogical and com-
mon. Problems that could have been relatively easy
to remedy prior to the work start-up often end up
being major issues, which result in delayed time-
lanes and significantly increased costs due to the
efiort required to resolve them.

Who Should Audit

Some will argue that the mere knowledge of the
regulations and experience in conducting audits
using established checklists, independent of an
underslanding of the business' operations, is
enough. We passionately, yet most respectfully, dis-
agree. We feel that checklists, while helpful as a
general roadmap and perhaps as a lraining aid, limit
an individual's motivation and ability to identify and
understand the true issues behind the regulatory
deficiencies. They tend to inhibit the need or efiort
to ask questions and use logic to identify the opera-
tional issues because more time is spent on
answ€ring the checklist questions than on using
common sense to evaluate how the answers fit into
the overall operations. When completing the check-
list becomes the end in itself, the qualjty or value of
the information gathered undoubtedly suffers.

Can one learn to son out the critical findings
from the less-than'critical ones, and eliminate the
non-substanlial ones altogether based on their
impact on operations, without relying on the check-
lists too much? We say "yes", but, at a minimum,
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the auditor must have a few basic qualifications to
be able to do this.

One qualification is a thorough knowledge of cur-
rent regulations (e.9., cGXPs), pertinent regulatory
guidance, and industry trends; you need io know
the rules of the game at least as well as those
whom you audit if you are going to opine on their
compliance status. For example, if you are auditing
for 21 Code of Federal Flegulations (CFR) Part 11
compliance, you must be able to comfortably speak
about why the regulation was promulgated and what
the FDA5 currenl position is, as well as be well
versed about the potential, upcoming changes." Of
course, you also need to know what a "p/edlcafe

regulatiotl'" is and how it fits in the scheme ot com-
pliance.b Many auditors do not.

In addition, you must also be familiar with the
technical aspects of the processes being audited;
you need to understand the process, operational
terminology, and operation itself to be able to
assess it accurately. For example, if you are not
technically comtortable with the analytical laboratory
environment, you wrll not be able lo assess the
operational significance of the regulatory deficien-
cies in that type of environment.

Next, you musl be able to apply at least a dollop
of common sense and practicality to be able to dis-
tinguish beiween symptoms (i.e., the indication of
the existence of something other than what you
see) and problems (i.e;, the underlying issue). Do
keep in mind that in order to permanently correct
any regulatory deficiency, you must tirst evaluate the
existing practices and modify them, if necessary, at
the operational (core) level. For example, not follow-
ing SOPS is undoubtedly a regulaiory deficiency
which should be ngted and discussed. However, it is
often only symptomatic of a much larger operational
problem (e.9., lack of managerial discipline and/or
oversight), which must be fixed first it the regulatory
deficiency is to be permanently remedied.

And last but not least, always be polite, friendly,
professional, and, above all, a good listener. These
quatities will gain you the professional respect that
you must have to be an effeclive auditol

Auditing is not lor everyone. Harsh but true. lt is
a tough line of work: the auditot is often challenged
because people do not like to hear negative feed-
back, especially the type that rellects badly on them
and/or will result in their having lo do more work.
But such (e.9., non-compliance with regulations
and/or the existence of business inefficiencies) is
what the auditor comrnunicates more otten than not.
Some auditors have "earned" the reputation of being
unfait incompetent and, perhaps worse. a mere
pusher of paper. How can you avoid such a reputa-
lion? Read on...

Audit Focus

As required, the FDA inspector has enough time
to look at whatever deserves looking at. However,
the regulatory compliance auditor will never have
enough time to review in detail everything there is lo
review. As a result, you, the regulatory comphance
audilot are guaranteed 10 mrss cenain lhings.
Understanding this reality, the concern on your part
should be "1,4/hat constitutes 'important parame'
terc?" and "What can I do to ensure that all of them
are adequately covercd given the short time avail-
able?"We believe that focusing on and auditing for
business risk areas, in addition to the regulatory
compliance areas, will plovide answers to these
questons.

We define important paramelers as those
aspects of the daily business conduct that impact
lhe department's and/or the company's ability lo
produce at its maximum capacity and have quality
deliverables at the same time. Using the Quality
Assurance Deparlment as an example, we will illus-
trate,this point.

Footnote a: At a minmum, the auditor should have mLrch more lhan a working knowledge of the Beguallon itself as wel as ol Guid-

ance Documents as noted in ihe Relerences (see end ol article) numbers 2 and 3.

Footnore b: As defined rn Seclion I of the Gudarce fot lndustry: Paft 11, Eectronic Recods: Electronic Signatures Scope and AW|L

catlor, predicate regulations" (also known as "predicaie rules") are "[i]he unde ying requiremenls set loi{h in the lFederal Food, Drug,

and Cosmetic Actl..., PHS Act, and FDA regulalions (olher lhan Pad l1)...
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In a targe number of companies, the euality
Assurance Department is djrec y responsible for
overseeing the quality oi both the individual depart-
ments' and the company's deliverables. However,
sometimes this group spends a majority of its time
on correcting grammatical errors and making sure
that documents have been fully executed (e.g., no
missing dates or signalures), irrespective of their
contents or the logic behind generating those docu-
ments. ls the Quality Assurance group which opef-
ates in lhis manner using the time wiselv and pro-
viding quality assurance that is of value? Hardlyl lf
you see enough examples ot such limiled euality
Assurance scope, it is safe to assume that even if
the Quality Assurance Unit exists, it may not be as
effective as it should be.

On the other hand, a well organized, lraceaore,
easy to follow and technically meaningful documenta-
tion suite, wjth accurate data contained therein, points
to sound and reliable Quaiity Assurance oversight
even if there are a few spelling or punctuation errors,
or missing dates or signatures. Having confidence in
the department's or company's ability to adequately
meet the regulatory and industry expectations is far
more meaningful than a documentation suite that is
complete with respect to signatures and dates but
which has little technical or operational value.

Every eflective audit should have two objectives -
to idenlify regulatory deiiciencies and to identify busi,
ness risks - and lherefore should be approached
from two perspectives. One perspective should be
geared towards answering the question of whether
the auditee complies with applicable regulations and
lndustry expectations within the areas of their exper_
tise. To achieve the first objective, one will need to
ensure that the auditee consistenfly and continu-
ously produces qualjty products and data. This is
exactly the confirmation that the FDA itself is tooking
for - that the product is not adulterated and that ihe
data used in suppod of any submissjons (e.g_, New
Drug Application (NDA), Investgationai New Drug
(lND), 510K) are accurate, complete, ancl valid. The
lack of either one of these quality attributes may
result in polential citations from the Agency, placing
exisiing or future clinical studjes and/or products on
hold, delaying approvals, removing products or
devices from the market, and in the company,s poor
standing with the Agency ln general. In addition,
basing the internal go/no go decisions on the unreli,

able data w;ll slow your company s progress for
moving forward in the right direction quickly and
steadily. Furthermore, some outcomes (e.g., an
adullerated product, poorly documented clinical
studies) will have a significant financial impact on
the company. None of these things wili be con-
ducive to lhe company's groMh, success, and visi-
bility in a fast-paced and highly competitive market.

The second audit perspective is something that
most auditors tend to overlook because they do not
associate this aspect of auditing with thek direct
area of responsibilily. And, perhaps, it is not. How-
ever, with the increasing trend to outsource and due
to continuously limited internal resources, you, the
regulatory compliance auditor, often become rne
only "eyes" of the company when it is time to rnake
assessments as [o whether other parties are suif
able or continue to be suitable for providing services
and products. Therefore, it is critical that you are
able to accurately identify business risks, in addition
to regulatory risks. Not assessing whether the audF
tee as capable of adequately supporting the opera-
tions in terms of the business needs, such as hav-
ing technically competent personnel, a strong and
committed managerial team, and an efiicient project
management approach, will negatively impact the
success of any study and/or project, even if the reg-
ulatory requifemenls are met.

A weak management team will result in lack of
proper guidance and direction, as well as poor deci-
saon-making regarding hiring, promoting and, if need
be, firing staff. Since people are the most impodant
resource the company has (and aftef all, it is the
same people who will be implementing and execuf
jng the,company's procedures, documents, activi-
ties, etc.), it is critical that this factor be assessed
with the same degree of diligence as the company's
complrance status.

lnefficient project management will affect the indi-
vidual. proiects' and the overall company's objectives
of identifying the proper resources, a ocating the
sufficient budgets, and meeting the always strenu-
ous timelines. And, of course, the lack of competent
technical pefsonnel speaks for itself in terms of the
negative impact it will have on overall operations.

All these symptoms of business risks can be
easily detected during the regulatory audit, if the
auditor makes it a point to look for them. Concen-
trating on the business risk areas creates a much
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Figure 1

Audit Focus ExampleTyPes

AuditType whv When Selected Areas of Audit
Focus to ldentily
Signiticant
Operational/Business Risks

Due diligence Pre-qualit icalion Prior to formaliza-
tion of agreements

. Adequacy of facilities, equipment'
and resources

. Adequacy of quality infrastructure

. How disciplines are entofcecl re:
meeting timelines or budget

. Efficiencies of Processes

. Effectiveness of departments

. Project team qualilications

. Adequacy of Quality SYStem

Mock FDA
inspection

NDA submission -
awaiting approval

Prior to the FDA
site visit

. ndequacy ot CnPA Processing if
applicable

. Existence and adequacy oT
obiective evidence of compliance
to regulations and company
SOPs

Investigation For cause
(e,9., OOS,
medically
impossible
clinical data,
drug mix-up)

lmmediately after
the issue has been
discovered

. Adequacy ot Personnel training
and qualifications

. Adequacy of management
involvement or oversight

. Adequacy of Quality SYStem

. Level of turnover in management
and staff

. lndications of control breakdown
(e.9., unauthorized Processlng)

Periodic internal
and vendor audits

ln-process
inspections

ln accordance with
esiablished Master
Audit Schedule

. Responiiveness to previous audit
tindings

. Changes in oPerations,
personnel, and/or management

. Changes in business structure or
business model (e.9.: merger,
acquisition, outsourclng)

. Changes in financial Picture
(e.9.: severe cost cutting Eqlrred)

Assess etfective-
ness of planned
remedial actions

As required . consistenCy of actual remedies
with planned or expected
activities

. Acceptability of remedial activities
if different from planned or
expected activities

. lmpact ol remedial actions on
budgets and timelines

Follow'up
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more valuable and comprehensive picture of the
department's and/or company's overall stand and
status not only for the audit report author, but also
for the subsequent audit report readers, as we 

 

as
for the recipients of the audit observations. Again, in
addition to the compliance status of the department
and/or company, your focus should be on whether
the auditee's operational components, such as peo-
ple, technology, facilities, etc., are able to support
the needed processes and sen/ices. Do remember
that the documentation gaps are much easier to fix
than the core operational deficiencies. Alter all, it is
the operations that reflect on the departments'
and/or company's ability to provide services and
support products.

Flgure 7 provides highlevel examples of the
audit focus for potential operaltonal or bustness
rjsks associated with different types of audits.

How to Audit

While you should structure your audjt around
general policies, procedures, training, interviews,
and documented evidence of such, effective audit-
ing tactics and strategy should not stop at that. For
example, a review of specific, projecfretated
records will olten provide as much information
regarding the regulatory and business risks as a
review of only the general documentation (e.g.,
SOPs, training records-, protocols). ln fact, more
often than not, the details in the documents may
provide more information about the business risk
areas than any other documentation because they
show what has happened and is happening and not
jusl what should happen.

Lack of attention to detail on the part ot the audi-
tee, which often shows up as non-compliance
issues, may potentially uncover operatjonal issues
that one normally would not detect during the cus-
tomary review of the high-level or general documen-
tation. For example, an execution of a physically
impossible number of test scripts for a computerized
system by the same individual on the same day -
wilh no exceplions and no objective evidence - is a
regulatory issue in that the actual test results cannot
be accurately confirmed. On the operational level,
this symptom points to the fact that this individual
needs closer managerial oversighi. In the extreme,
this symptom may point to fabrication (i.e., the tests

were not perlormed at all). Unless this problem or
business risk (i.e., iack of management overslght
and, perhaps, authority), is addressed and corrected,
not only the validity of the test script execution and of
the resulting data collected from that system will con-
tinue being questioned, but also other regulatory
deficiencies will continue showing up in the
processes for whjch the department is responsible.

You should also rememoer ihat there is a reason
tor every regulation. lt is important that you not only
know what the reason is, but are also able to
explain it in simple and practical terms. The latter
skill of addressing the reason for concerns regard-
ing a particular regulatory deliciency is yet another
useful tool for an auditor. For instance, instead of
pointang out that a cross"out is not initialed and
dated, it is more meaningtul to indicate that lack of
such information may impact one's ability to recon-
struct the chronology of events, should this ever
become necessary. Your ability to communicate to
others lhe in-depth practical understanding and
application of lhe regulations will gain you profes-
sional respect amongst peers and colleagues.

Other things to look out for while auditjng are
non-compliance lrends. lt mdy be difficurt to see
operational or business risks related to isolated non-
compljance instances, but not when trends of such
are identified. These trends do not have to be of the
same nature, but do have to have a common
denominator. For example, muitiple delays with pro-
ject document reviews (a regulatory jssue) may be a
direct result of the poor communication between the
sponsor and the vendor (an operational issue).
unless the root of the problem is identified (e.9., is
ihe vendor or sponsor responsible tor the poor com-
munication?) there may be a relatively high busi-
ness rask regarding delays in other operational
areas related to that vendor or department.

When you identify a potential regulatory defi-
crenQy, make sure to ask enough questions to con-
firm the validily of what you saw. Whenevet possi.
ble, try to get enough information to understand the
business risks associated with the confirmed regula-
tory deficiency. After the observation is confirmed
and the relalionship to lhe business risk is eslab-
lished, it should end up on the list of observations.

Relating a reguiatory deficiency to a business
risk may seem to be more time consuming than
the conventional regulatory compliance audit, but it
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is really not. lt anything. iL is challengrng, slrenu-
ous, and intense on your professional self. How-
ever, if you intuitively know what question to ask
next, if you can see the value ot assessing regula-
tory compliance through the business-risk prism,
and ii you strive for professional excellence, you
will adapt to it quite easily.

How to Present Findings

You should always present your findings in the
context of current regulatjons; that is, be specific as
to which regulation is being violated. However, do
not stop there. To ensure that your audit findings do
not become sub]ect to lengthy discussions and
arguments, always explain the significance ot your
tindings in light ol the company's operaiions.

We believe grouping regulatory findings into cate-
gories, rather than listing them individually and out of
context, will help to put allthe findings into a busrness
perspective, as well as help to better address larger
opefational problems and not just the regulatory
symptoms. Doing so will give you and your audience
a better sense as to where the weak operational
areas are. lt you cannot tie the regulatory deficiency
to an operational or business issue, then the regula-
tory deficiency is not of a high risk and should only be
briefly mentioned at the close-out meeling-

From our experience, everyone is concerned
about weaknesses in their operations, even if they
are found as part of the regulatory compliance audit.
This grouping strategy will not only make the close-
out audit meeting shorter and more productive for
everyone, but it will also increase your chances ot
getting management s attention-

We believe that if you follow the auditing tips pre-
sented in this article, you are sure to at least mini-
mize, if not avoid completely, the negative reception
of your findings.

One more thing, piease remember that the read-
ers oi the audit report were probably not with you on
the audit; therefore, your writing should be factual,
simple, unambiguous. and let us not overlook the
importance ol "understandable."

Audit Recommendations

Some induslry organizations and companies
believe that regulatory auditors should not provide
recommendations regarding how to remedy defi-
ciencies noted during the audit. However, company
management often appreciates not only practical
recommendations but also a statement of impact as
to why the respective finding and recommendation
should be taken seriously. For exampie, a finding
such as "There is no ttaining SOP in place" may be
true, but the auditee would probably better appreci-
ate the following presentationl

''There is no lraining SOP in place .
While this is in violation of 21 CFR Patt
<xxx>, the impact of the issue is that the
skff may not be qualified to perlorm
thei assigned rcsponsibilities. This in
Iun may jeopardue exghng submis'
sions such as <nnn> and lutule submis'
sions such as <W> should FDA
inspect the respective study processes.
Management should evaluate the orga-
nization's trcining needs and tormulate
policies and prccedurcs to ensure staff
qualitications to pertorm their assigned
responsibilities."

Additionally, you position yoursell as someone
who can identify significanl problems and knows
how to most effectively remedy them. The latter is
what will gain you further respect amongst your
peers and lhose whom you will audit.

A cautionary note: lt is impodant to be realistic
about the fact that the departments and/or compa'
nies will not necessarily increase their staff to coffect
the regulatory deticiencies and implement the rec'
ommendations. With that in mind, the tecommenda-
tions-should be such that the departments and/of
companies are able to bring their operations back in
compliance using thei existing rcsources. Thercfore,
yaur recommendations should be customized to the
company's culture and business needs. For example,
instead of suggesting that a small company complies
with existing cumbersome proc,edurcs, suggest that
the procedurcs and/ot respective forms be simplitied
to maximize chances of compliance.
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CASE STUDIES
This section illustrates our premise in a greater level of detail by providing several real-life examples of
how it shows up in the real world. As you will see, creativity and flexibitity on the part of the regutatory
compliance auditor make the difference between a run-of-the-mill deliverable and a valuable one.

CASE STUDY #I

Scenario

A couple of days before a scheduled one-day "in process" inspection, the regulatory compliance
auditor learned that there were very specific problems that the client had with a vendor. For exam-
ple, study data were changed without explanation, some values were not medically possible, and
some values were out-of-trend-

Challenge

The challenge was to address a multitude of identified issues and discrepancies in only one day,
as well as to provide respective explanations.

Solution
The auditot:

. Viewed this as an "invesligation" and focused strictly on the records and processes sur-
rounding data collection, processing, and distribution.

. Doubled the number of people to conduct the investigation.

. lnvited a subiect matter expert from the client to assess the vendor's technical answers.

. Requested that the available information be provided before the site visit to promote fami!
iarity with the discrepancies.

. Prepared a detailed list ol discrepancy-specilic questions.

. Supplied the site, in advance of the visit, with a list of sDecific records to be revteweo.

Result

The auditor identified three root causes which resulted in and/or exacerbated the discrepancies:
. hadequate system validation for study-specific functionality and requirements
. Inefficient Quality Assurance Group
. Ineffective project management

A regulatory focus alone would have identified the validation issues. Howevet such a focus
would not have connected the validation issues to the Quality Assurance Group and project man-
agement issues. These issues impact the vendor's overall operations and they exacerbated the
vendor's initial problem of not identifying the data discrepancies, much less addressing them.

The regulatory compliance auditor was able to recommend timelv and eftective remedial actions
which were completed to the client's satisfaction.
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CASE STUDY #2

Scenario
A pharma company contracted with a software vendor to license software and the vendor, in lurn,

is using the hosting facilities of a third party through a cross-licensing agreement. The regulatory
compliance auditor was hired by the pharma company to perform a standard regulatory due dili-
gence assessment regarding regulatory compliance of the padies. The pharma company had not
yet lormalized a contract with the vendor at the time of the audit so no study activity had begun.

Cha enge

At the start of the audit, the auditor was informed that agreements between the vendor and the

hosting facility had nor yet been formalized and that the hosting facility was in the process of doing

its ow; due diligence regarding the vendor' This came as a surprise to the pharma company per-

sonnel as well. The challenge thus became determining what issues were more significant to the

pharma company: the issues regarding the formalization ot the business relationship between the

vendor and the hosting lacility or regulatory compliance issues that might exist with the software or

hosting environment.

Solution
The auditor suggested that the pharma company rely on the hosting facility's capability to do the

due diligence of th;vendot The rationale was that the hosting facility would not go through with the

relation;hip with the vendor if it determined that significant business or regulatory risks were identi-

fied. This eliminated the need lo perform a thorough review of the vendor's compliance status'

tnstead, the auditor tvas able to focus on the more risky areas of the overall business relationship

between the pharma company, its vendor, and the hosting facility The audito( therelore, assessed

thequalityassuranceandtechnicalcapabi|it iesofthehostingfacl| itystaffthatWastoper|ormthe
due diligence. The auditor's assessment included (1) the nature and scope of the due diligence lrom

the sysiem validation,2l CFR Pad 11 compliance and quality assurance perspectives, and (2)the
qualifications of the hosting tacility staff performing the due diligence.

Result

Thepharmacompanywasappreciativethattheauditoridentif iedthetrueareaolbusinessrisk;
il the business relationship did not work out, a new softlvarevehdor would have to be selected'
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CASE STTJDY #3

Scenario

A pharma company hired the regulatory compliance auditor to review the policies, procedures,
and associated documentation of a Conkact Research Organization (CRO) at the start of a study
and before data was collected.

During the colrse of the audit, the regutatory compljance auditor noted several falsehoods (e.g.,
the project manager was a consultant, but was represented as an employee) and perceived other"red llags" (e.9., no admittance permitted - even if escorted - lo an unmarked room described as the"document archive," where study data were kept).

Challenge

The challenge became one of determining the veracity and effectiveness of CFiO's project team
and even company management with respect to their abillty to suppoft the pharma company's pro_
ject requirements.

Solution
The auditor elected to confirm the study and process information with project and company man-

agement (e.9., asked several people the same set of questions to be able to compare responses)
against the available documentation.

Eesult

On the surface and on paper, the CRO seemed to be in a good regulatory compliance shape for
the following reasons:

. The policies and procedures were cunent, approved, and approprjate to the nature of the business

. Personnel that were part of the CBO,S project team seemed to have proper training

. Training records were complete

. Quality Assurance involvement was evident

However, cracks appeared as the auditor started reviewing the detailed records regarding trajn-
ing, site qualifications, investigators, problem resolution, quality assurance involvement, etc., and
asking personnel to clarify the details of the process. The CRO statf was reluctant to provide intor-
mation, answers were incomplete and contradictory, and the CRO personnel seemed disorganized
and defensive.

None ot the observed regulatory compliance deficieBcies were of immediate concern because
the CRO had not yet generated substantive study-related data for the pharma company. However,
at became obvious that unless corrected, the observed deficiencies regafding the business opera-
tions (remember the regulatory compliance issues were mino0 would ultimately compromise the
study's timelines as well as the quality of its data (both findings constitute significant business risks).

Post-audit note: The CRO did not meet the project timelines but, given the findings of the audit
report, the pharma company was able to plan for this eventuality and compensale for it effectively.
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CONCLUSION

lndustrialist Charles F. Abbott once said, 'Busi

ness without ptofit is not business any more than a
pickle is candy."' Profit, of course, is a reflection on
the intricate interrelationship of multiple and com-
plex operations. And everyone knows that if opera-
tions suffer, so does the busaness-

We see regulatory compliance auditing as a valu-
able tooi that, if used wisely and with practicality,
may help identily and correct operational issues
We hope thal you. the audilor. will start vlewlng your
role In the industry along the same lines.

lf you are in a position of hiring regulatory complF
ance auditors, you may agree, after reading this adi-
cle, that auditors should have certain critical profes-
sional and oersonal qualifications or have those
further developed, and that some individuals '
please, no oftense - should simply consider looking
for another professional path within industry

We also encourage those ot you who are head-
ing the Quality Assurance function, and those man-
agers who are the recipients of regulatory compll-
ance observations, to challenge auditors as to the
business significance and impact of their regulatory
findings. Once you are in that mode, you may be
pleasantly surprised at how much you can learn
lrom Dractical and competent auditors who have
business sense and vision. Ll
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CAPA

cGXP

cRo
FDA
IND ,
NDA
oos
SOP

Article Acronym Listing

Corrective And Preventive Action
Code of Federal Regulations
Current Good Clinical, Laboralory,
l\4anuf acturing, etc., Practice
Contract Research Organization
Food and Drug Administration
Investigational New Drug (application)
New Drug Application
Out Ol Specification
Standard Operating Procedure
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